User Guide Medicineuse INT

Intro:
This guide provides an explanation of how the APP 'MEDICINEUSE INT' works.
The APP is used, just by typing on the first screen (screen 1.) you enter, which make the
APP incredibly easy to use.
WATER is automatically created as the first ‘setup line’ in the APP and can be used directly
(the line WATER can’t be deleted).
History Week, History Month, Analysis Medicine, Analysis Intake and Medicine Notes, plus
Setup/Edit Personal Data and Setup/Edit MEDICINEinfo does only function in the PRO
version and cannot be used here.
On screen 1. you can use 5 input-fields to remember which medicine/how much medicine
there are taken:
Felt 1a/1b: About and ‘?’
Felt 2: Setup/Edit MEDICname
Felt 3: Setup/Edit MEDICnumber/day
Felt 4: SAVE
Felt 5: Enter Number
By any errors (RESET ALL per line) as shown below:
Press the checkbox, ‘Setup/Edit MEDICname’
DELETE the concerned MEDICINENAME and press SAVE, and all is clear

Then you can start all over by entering the ‘MEDICINEname’ or a new ‘MEDICINEname’
again.

Info startscreen:
By pressing the check box ‘'Setup/Edit MEDICname', you can open the boxes and create or
edit the medicine names, respectively. When you are ready, press 'SAVE’ and the medicine
names are created or edited, and the check box closes again.
If you want to specify 'MEDICnumber per/day' (which we absolutely recommend. You can
find the information on the medicine box), click on the check box
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‘Setup/Edit Medicnumber/day' and you can create Medicnumber per/day in the opened boxes
and then press 'SAVE' (If you then take too much medicine, it will appear on the screen with
a RED color).
You can now start entering 'Number’. Once the number has been entered, press 'SAVE’ and
the total number of the day can be seen on the right under 'Total number' and the boxes
Number is reset and ready for new entry. If you get the warning for too many in 'Total
number' you can put a – (minus) in front of the number and press ‘SAVE’, then the ‘Total
number’ is deducted. If it’s right, you just let it stand.
If you delete or change medicine name to another medicine name, the boxes 'Medicine
number per/day' and 'Total number’ will turn blank, so they are ready for entry under the
new name.
NOTE: That ‘MEDICINEnames’ must be created as first.

About this APP and NEMITA
The App ‘MEDICINEUSE INT’ is made for those who use medicine that is not necessarily
prescribed by the doctor, and without the doctor’s knowledge.
Taking the medicine is at your own risk.
The APP is designed for Android 4.3 and higher, with 4.7" screen or larger. The APP may
work on other devices and with a smaller screen size, but this is not guaranteed.
Since all 'MEDICINE’ can be life threatening it is necessary to keep track on how
much medicine you consume daily.
Developed by: NEMITA/PS, Herning/DK for Android.
Email: nemitaps@outlook.com

APP Name: MEDICINEUSE INT
Project no.: 14/INT
_______________________________
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© Copyright: NEMITA/PS, 2017 Herning DK

Disclaimer:
This SOFTWARE is provided 'as is'
The developer is not responsible for direct, indirect or incidental use of the APP or
consequential damages and other health consequences that may apply.
The ‘MEDICINEUSE INT’ APP is based solely on the user's own responsibility.
All rights reserved
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